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Dealer Lazydays RV of Tucson
Phone: 8773883186
Email: import238424@rvpostings.com

Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/19/2024

Description 2024 Viking Saga 17SBH, Viking Saga 3K Series? travel trailer 17SBH highlights:
Sleeps Five Two Burner Range Pass-Through Storage 54" x 74" Bed Under 3,000
lbs. ? This is the perfect travel trailer for a family of four or five since it includes
bunk beds for the kids, and a 54" x 74" bed up front as well as a booth dinette that
can be converted to sleep one more. There is a two burner range to cook meals
on, and a sink to easily clean up each day. You can dine at the booth dinette or
take your plate outdoors to sit under the 10' power awning with LED lighting. This
model also includes a 24" x 36" shower?to get cleaned up each day, and a shower
skylight for more natural lighting. Get an early start on family vacations with this
travel trailer in tow! ? The budget-friendly Viking Saga travel trailers are for the
newbie or seasoned RV user. Each model is constructed with a BAL NXG frame
with Huck bolt assembly and front diamond plating so that your trailer will last.
Towing and setup is made hassle-free with self-adjusting electric brakes, Easy?
Lube axles , and two rear stabilizing jacks. The Saga travel trailers include
seamless countertops, a two burner cooktop, sink cover, and a bath skylight for
adding natural lighting.? You will also find a jumbo pass-through storage, USB
charging ports to keep your electronics charged, plus both back up camera and
solar prep.

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 21150121
VIN Number: 35944-21150121
Condition: New
Length: 22

Item address Tucson, Arizona, United States
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